JANELIASOUL
HOSPITALITY RIDER
Please provide the following meal and hospitality requirements to JaneliaSoul Band.
A. BAND AND CREW MEALS
Immediately following sound-check, Presenter will provide to Artist's band and crew a hot meal for
eight ( 8 ) people.
The menu and time for this meal shall be discussed before the engagement by the
Artist's road manager. In addition to the meal, please provide the following:
Assorted bottled water, soft drinks, fruit juices
All utensils, plates and cups
Adequate ice and containers to keep beverages cold
If this is a club date and it is impossible to cater in dinner, the band and crew must be sent to a
restaurant, at the expense of the promoter. The restaurant is to be agreed upon by the promoter
and Artist's road manager. Under no circumstances is fast food such as McDonald's or Burger King
acceptable. The exact time and placement of the meal must be coordinated prior to the engagement.
B. ACCOMMODATIONS
PRESENTER SHALL PROVIDE: FOUR (4) DOUBLES ROOM FOR BAND AND CREW.
Breakfast and high-speed Internet access should be included.
Note: We strongly prefer to all be in the same hotel, however, if there two or more hotels,
please make every effort to have them be as close to each other as possible.
C. BACKSTAGE SECURITY
Dressing rooms must be in a restricted access and secured.
D. DRESSING ROOM REQUIREMENTS
Please provid dressing room(s) for the exclusive use of the band.
These room(s) should be capable of holding eight (8) people. They should be equipped with
full length mirrors, private toilets out of public access and hot and cold running water. Room(s) should
be lockable with keys given to the r oad manager, which will be returned at the end of the
engagement. If no lockable door is available for the dressing room(s), the promoter will provide at his
or her own expense, adequate security to make sure that all band's property and persons are protected
from theft or injury.

